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The concept of a professional digital tool is often perceived as something vague and difficult
to put into practice. The reasoning behind the digital Mediterranean farm (Crestey and
Tisseyre, 2019, 2020)1, 2 is that the viticultural profession, training institutes and technical
institutes need concrete examples to identify, assess and support the digital transition of
viticulture professionals. The digital farm is an example of a working wine estate equipped
with 15 latest-generation professional digital services. 6 years after the launch of the
project, this technical note aims to provide feedback in two parts. This first part focuses on
the value of the digital farm as a model and in educational terms.

Origin and organization of the project
The digital farm is led by a teaching and research team (UMR ITAP,
Institut Agro Montpellier). This choice provides reassuring academic
legitimacy for professionals and companies. The project is based
at the Institut Agro Montpellier wine estate. It is funded under a
sponsorship framework through a university foundation led by Institut
Agro which allows companies to get involved in the project by making
donations (funding, equipment, skills) that they can offset against tax.
Sponsorship allows the project to be positioned on a pre-competitive
basis, without direct returns to the companies.
The incorporation of digital solutions (Table 1) has been structured
around two important issues for the regional wine sector: i) digital
management and proper use of crop-protection products, and ii)
digital management of quality and yields. These issues have made
it possible to define two connected processes organized around
commercial solutions in a coherent and complementary manner.
This structure made the project more attractive to companies while
preserving a complementarity of solutions. Indeed, none of the
solutions is in competition with another or redundant. The project
prioritized regional partners (eight of the 15 companies are based in
the Occitanie region). The decision to add a new service (or admit a
new company) is taken by a board of directors represented equally
by the Institut Agro and the member companies.

A visitor site
Table 2 summarizes average annual visitor numbers to the digital farm
by type of visitor. Most visitors are professionals and teachers.
Based on the qualitative feedback from visitors, the digital farm provides
solutions for the digitization of viticultural production. In particular, it
demonstrates the diversity of tools available and their utility, how they
are deployed and used, and the value of connecting the tools to
resolve professional issues. It helps to develop a strategic investment
vision while perceiving the impact on farm organization. Visits also
allow professionals to clearly identify and plan for constraints on the
deployment of digital tools (skills required, prerequisites in terms of
connection or organization, etc.). The digital farm thus raises awareness
of digital tools among professionals and initiates a strategy for the
digitization of production by incorporating the specificities and priorities
of their farms.
The project remains limited, however, in that it is based on a
Mediterranean estate and addresses issues specific to this context (large
vineyard, tools for controlling water deficit). For professionals from other
regions, it is therefore sometimes of limited interest as a model.
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FIGURE 1. Continuing education in “Living my life as a connected winegrower” with digital services
product managers - June 2021.
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TABLE 1. Digital services and companies associated with the digital farm. The “Issue” column refers to 1)
digital management and proper use of crop-protection products, or 2) digital management of quality and yields.
Company

Digital solution

Bayer

Movida Grape Vision

1)

Decision-making support for crop-protection sprays

Issue

Agriscope

Agribase: Connected
weather station

1)

Real-time and archived measurement of agroclimatic
parameters in the vineyard

CAP2020

CapTrap: Connected
insect trap

IFV

Optidose

SMAG

Agréo vigne et vin

1)
1)

Remote monitoring of vine pests
Decision-support tool for dose reduction

1&2) Management of regulatory traceability in the vineyard and
cellar

SIKA France

Picore

SAMSYS

Equipment tracking
box

1)

Aptimiz

Aptimiz application

Geocarta

Soil resistivity
mapping

ICV and
TerraNIS

Oenoview: Vineyard
vigor mapping

2) Refining spatial knowledge of the vineyard, guiding ripeness
sampling and yields, and optimizing plot management during the
harvest

Fruition Sciences

360viti

2) Incorporation of technical data from the vineyard (weather,
cartography, sensors) for monitoring and decision-making

Fruition Sciences

Sap flow sensor

2) Management of water deficit of the vine

Pellenc Pera
Oenoprocess

SmartPress

2) Control of pressing and must fractions

Vivelys

Dyostem

2) Ripeness monitoring and harvest decision-making

Vivelys

Scalya

2) Automated fermentation program for whites and rosés

1)
1)

Spray management

Automatic traceability of mechanized work
Diagnosis of working hours management on the estate

2)

Refining spatial knowledge of the vineyard and
guiding soil sampling

A visitor
site was offered to you by Moët Hennessy.
The translation of this article into
English
Table 2 summarizes average annual visitor numbers to the digital farm by type of visitor. Most

TABLE 2. Annual visitor numbers by type.
Visitor type
Professionals (technicians, winegrowers)
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Number of visitors
(average/year over 6
years)
243

Teachers, students (including continuing
education)

315

Researchers

94

Companies
Journalists
General public

8
12
45

A training site

- perception of the constraints relating to the use of several digital
tools, for example the need to enter the same information two, three
or even four times is a source of rejection. These observations are fed
back to the digital farm’s partner companies as part of a continuous
improvement approach and to move towards sustainable digitization
for professionals.
- experimentation with the way professional digital tools impact
farm organization or how certain tools are diverted from their initial
functions to meet specific challenges. The example of a spraying
operations traceability tool is an interesting case. The farm manager
has appropriated this tool, more for the ease and reliability of
communicating the spraying schedule to his tractor drivers, via paper
printouts, than for the traceability of the operations themselves. The
digital farm is thus a place for bringing to light new uses associated
with digital technology.
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range of professional tools currently available, ii) generation of case studies to showbringing
the contribution
together 15 donor companies of which 2 are member companies: Vivelys, Pellenc.
and/ or potential of tools (disease models, vigor maps obtained by remote sensing, soil mapping, etc.),
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A place to observe the appropriation of
professional digital tools
With 15 digital services deployed, the digital farm is a place for lifesize experimentation allowing:
- identification of the skill-building challenges for optimal appropriation
of services by the various players (tractor drivers, wine merchants,
vineyard managers and also consultant technicians). A simple and
often underestimated example is the use of the smartphone which,
although mastered in a private or leisure context, requires the use of
more advanced features when it comes to a professional application,
1. Continuing of
education
in “Living value
my life asofa connected
winegrower”between
with digital
-Figure
identification
the added
communication
services product managers - June 2021.
solutions
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for more precise predictions specific to the climate of the monitored
With 15 digital services deployed, the digital farm is a place for life-size experimentation allowing:
plots,
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